3 Massive Mistakes YPO & WPO Members
Make That Keep Them Tired, Gaining Weight,
and At High Risk For A Heart Attack
Does your health affect your productivity? Yes!

YOU'LL DISCOVER:
The latest (and some surprising!) information on how you can get MORE ENERGY and maximize your
health in today's hectic lifestyle, including why you should buy a tape measure and THROW AWAY
YOUR BATHROOM SCALE.

A brand new approach to preventing the #1 killer of CEO’s: cardiovascular disease…information EVEN
YOUR DOCTOR DOESN'T KNOW. A bold statement, but David will share a totally new perspective that can save you and those you love from ever having a cardiac event in the first place.

PLUS, A VERY SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY:
David is offering all attendees the chance to have a CIMT (carotid intima-media test). This CUTTINGEDGE TECHNOLOGY, a non-invasive ultra-sound of your neck arteries, sees cardiovascular
disease LONG BEFORE OTHER more traditional tests can. This is NOT the neck ultra-sound test you
may have had before. It's well beyond anything offered anywhere else and now
endorsed by the American Heart Association.

“

You will be pleased to know the members
rated your presentation the HIGHEST OF ALL
the EDUCATIONAL EVENTS IN THE ENTIRE YEAR.”
Steven Palmer, Atlantic Chapter, YPO

“

A great event and wonderful kickoff to
our year. Relevant, entertaining, and with
the potential to save lives. I highly recommend David's program to other chapters. ”
Charles Vogel, Chicago WPO

“

“

Your ratings were the highest given
so far this year; ALMOST HITTING A
PERFECT “10.” We had one of the best
turnouts we have seen in the last
several years.” Kevin Kervick,
Connecticut River Valley Chapter,
YPO/WPO

SEE A SAMPLE OF DAVID MEINZ LIVE AT

www.DavidMeinz.com

AMERICA’S PERSONAL HEALTH IMPROVEMENT EXPERT" DAVID MEINZ
speaks internationally about living life to the fullest with maximum energy and health.
Author of the books "The Enemy Within;" "Ten Bonus Years;" "Wealthy, Healthy & Wise;" and
"Healthy Sales," his worldwide audiences include numerous business and CEO groups.

1-800-488-2857
David@DavidMeinz.com

Contact us today to schedule David Meinz
for an upcoming YPO or WPO event

